First Lego League Robotics Team

Volunteers Wanted
Our local robotics tournament at Dartmouth is coming soon, on November 3, and we want your help.
Dartmouth Area Robotics Tournament (DART) is a cooperative effort by seventeen local teams, the
First Robotics Competition Team and Dartmouth to create a unique learning experience for our kids.
The Teams will practice for the Official First Lego League Tournaments, but more important, the kids
will meet each other, make friends, and get a sense of themselves as part of a larger community of
interest in the Upper Valley.
The entire Upper Valley Robotics Community is mobilized. We already have sixteen coaches and
dozens of high school and college students working and training to create a community event. We just
need a few more adults to pitch in.

At this event, it will be a lot more fun to participate than to watch
You don't need to be perfect - You just need to be there
Here is the outline of the volunteer jobs reserved for adult volunteers from FLL Teams.
Information desk/Registration Check teams in. Provide information during the day.
On-Deck Managers

Works outside judging and competition venues checking in teams
and recording scores

Practice Table Monitors

Make sure nobody hogs the table. Ensure sure no pieces get lost.

Floaters

Be available to fill in as needed

Parking/ Traffic Control

Arrive early and finish before the competition starts

Set Up Staff

Arrive Early

Take Down Staff
Stay Late
If you are able to do one of these jobs, fill in the blanks and give this form to your coach:

Name....................................................................................................................................
Team Name...........................................................................................................................
Contact Information (preferably email)...............................................................................
Job or jobs of interest...........................................................................................................
Time available - all day, morning or afternoon....................................................................
Also you can invent your own job. If you are part of a high tech company or alternative energy
company, set up an information table. If you have an idea for a contribution you can contact Dave
Kovaka at hopabonk@verizon.net.
More information on these jobs is at available on the DART web site:
http://robotics.wikidot.com/volunteer-jobs

